UN AGENDA 21
The Agenda for the 21st Century
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
A Social democratic politician, diplomat, physician and an international leader in sustainable development & public health. She served 3 terms as Prime Minister of Norway, served as the Director General of the World Health Organization, a Special Envoy on Climate Change for the U N .Secretary-Gen Ban Ki-Moon.

A member of the Council of Women Leaders an International network of women presidents/prime ministers whose mission is to mobilize the highest-level women leaders globally for collective action on issues of critical importance to women & equitable development.
Barrack Obama’s transformation of America to a One World Government begins and ends with Maurice Strong. Soros is merely one of the financier.

Strong-member Club of Rome, devout Bahai, founder and 1st Secretary General of U.N.E.P. (UN Environmental Programme), the driving force behind the inception & imposition of Agenda 21. Chairman of the Earth Summit
• The concept of national sovereignty has been an immutable, indeed sacred, principle of international relations.

• It is a principle which will *yield only slowly and reluctantly to the new imperatives of global environmental cooperation.*
• It’s not feasible for sovereignty to be exercised unilaterally by individual nation states, however powerful. The global community must be assured of environmental security.”

• "It is the responsibility of each human being today to choose between the force of darkness and the force of light."
• We must therefore transform our attitudes, and adopt a renewed respect for the superior laws of Divine Nature.”

• That this ‘blueprint for the 21st century’ would lay the necessary foundation for a subsequent “new global covenant between humanity and the Earth.”

Enter the Earth Charter

http://www.earthcharterinaction.org/content
MORE OF THE CON

Current lifestyles & consumption patterns of the ‘affluent middle class’

Involving: high meat intake use of fossil fuels, appliances, air-conditioning, and suburban housing sprawl

THESE ARE NOT SUSTAINABLE.
The Con continues

- A shift is necessary which will require a vast strengthening of the multilateral system, including the UN.

- A shift is necessary towards lifestyles less geared to environmentally damaging consumption patterns
But if we are to be told by a foreign power what we shall do, and what we shall not do, we have Independence yet to seek, and have contended hitherto for very little.” George Washington
Men fight for liberty and win it with hard knocks. Their children, brought up easy, let it slip away again, poor fools. And their grandchildren are once more slaves. D.H. Lawrence,
This is the symbol of UN Agenda 21: the interlocking circles of Ecology, Economy and Social Equity.
Sustainable Development was defined to be: “Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”
SOUNDS LIKE SCIENCE FICTION...OR SOME CONSPIRACY THEORY...BUT IT ISN'T.

UN Agenda 21 Sustainable Development is the action plan implemented worldwide to inventory and control:

land & water, minerals, plants, animals, construction, means of production, energy, education, and information.
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SOME KEY WORDS

• SUSTAINABILITY
• SMART GROWTH
• HIGH DENSITY vs URBAN SPRAWL
• ECO-EFFICIENCY
• COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING
• BIODIVERSITY & ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT
• COMMUNITARIANISM*
Communitarianism

1 Communitarianism is a socio-political philosophy that emphasizes the importance of community in understanding political life, human identity, a flourishing society and typically stresses the importance of the common good, communal relations, shared core values, and the individual’s responsibility to the greater whole.

2 Though the term communitarianism is of 20th-century origin, it is derived from the 1840s term communitarian, which was coined by Goodwyn Bamby to refer to one who was a member or advocate of a communalist society. A communal system based on cooperative groups that practice some of the principles of communism.
Communitarianism

3 Communitarianism is the belief that individual & national sovereignty must be balanced against the needs of the global collective. Their entire foundation for forced social evolution rests on their getting us to buy into the myths.

4 Defined as the new "spirit" of community, Communitarians believe they are leading mankind into an advanced moral & spiritual state of being. Across the globe, communitarian gurus promote a global program designed to create one big, planned, community called sustainable community development.

Big Idea that all the world's people will be "free" after everyone gives up any claims to their personal freedom.
Communitarianism

5 Since its emergence in the 1980s, modern communitarianism is usually defined as contesting the core thesis that each individual should formulate their own conception of the good.

6 Communitarians view the self as “embedded” in communities, are well-integrated, better able to reason and to act responsibly as a group collective rather than isolated individuals.
LOOK FAMILIAR?

Plan Tempe’s Future.
It’s time for you to help plan the future of your city. By getting involved in the development of General Plan 2040, you can determine what your community will look like and help the city prioritize what you think is important.

What is the General Plan?
The Tempe General Plan is the overarching policy document for the City of Tempe. It holds the community’s vision for the future and is an expression of how the community wants to grow and change during the next 30 years.

State of Arizona statutes require each city to adopt a comprehensive and long-range General Plan every 10 years to guide the physical development of the community. The plan is designed to provide us with the objectives we need to follow to become the Tempe we envision.

The General Plan update process begins this September and continues through November 2013, when the proposed plan will be taken for Council approval. Tempe voters will be asked to ratify the new plan in May 2014.
TOTAL CONTROL

• The plan brings detailed restriction on all human activity with building codes, regulations.

• The codes and regulations extensive statement of purpose is to protect green space historical sites and natural resources.

BUT NO WHERE IS THERE ANY REFERENCE TO PROTECTING PRIVATE PROPERTY RIGHTS
Effective execution of Agenda 21 will require:

• A profound reorientation of all human society unlike anything the world has ever experienced with a major shift in priorities of both governments & individuals

• An unprecedented re-deployment of human & financial resources
This shift will demand that ‘a concern for environmental consequences’ of every human action be integrated into individual and collective decision making at every level.
THE COMMON ENEMY OF HUMANITY IS MAN

“In searching for a new enemy to unite us, we came up with the idea that pollution, the threat of global warming, water shortages, famine & the like would fit the bill. All these dangers are caused by human intervention, it is only through changed attitudes and behavior that they can be overcome”.

“The real enemy then, is humanity itself.”

Club of Rome
"Current lifestyles & consumption patterns of the affluent middle class involving:

- high meat intake
- use of fossil fuels
- use of appliances
- suburban housing sprawl
- air-conditioning
So what exactly does Agenda 21 contain?

• It consists of **115 very different specific programs** designed to facilitate, the transition to Sustainable Development.

• The objective, clearly enunciated is to bring about a change in the present system of independent nations. The agenda is broken up into **8 programs** areas for action.
The 8 programs areas for action

1. Agriculture (Control farming)

2. Biodiversity & Ecosystem Management (solar, wind, geothermal what ever government deems)

3. Education Common Core~ Fed curriculum

4. Energy & Housing (total control)
The 8 programs areas for action

1. Agriculture (Control farming)
2. Biodiversity & Ecosystem Management
3. Education (‘Federal curriculum’)
4. Energy & Housing (total control)
5. Population (Control/depopulation)
6. Managed Public Health (Socialized medicine)
7. Resources & recycling
8. Transportation, Sustainable Economic Development (Light rail, Trolley, Bicycles, electric cars etc)
Globalists say “never-ending economic growth is not possible on a finite planet”.

**THE MYTH**

“We can no longer ignore: economically, socially, and environmentaly that it’s causing poverty, financial meltdowns, wealth inequality or we’re causing long-term environmental damage, and not improving people’s lives”.

Nor is it improving the lives of people in wealthy nations. The Agenda 21 unrealistic alternative to the perpetual pursuit of economic growth—an economy where the goal is enough, not more.
Power Politics reveals that pretty much everything we have been told about energy just isn’t true...
10 MYTHS OF GLOBAL WARMING

- **MYTH 1**: Global temperatures are rising at a rapid, unprecedented rate.

- **MYTH 2**: The "hockey stick" graph proves that the earth has experienced a steady, very gradual temperature increase for 1000 years, then recently began a sudden increase.

- **MYTH 3**: Human produced carbon dioxide has increased over the last 100 years, adding to the Greenhouse effect, thus warming the earth.
10 MYTHS OF GLOBAL WARMING

- **MYTH 4**: CO2 is the most common greenhouse gas.

- **MYTH 5**: Computer models verify that CO2 increases will cause significant global warming.

- **MYTH 6**: The UN proved that man–made CO2 causes global warming.

- **MYTH 7**: CO2 is a pollutant.
10 MYTHS OF GLOBAL WARMING

- **MYTH 8**: Global warming will cause more storms and other weather extremes.

- **MYTH 9**: Receding glaciers and the calving of ice shelves are proof of global warming.

- **MYTH 10**: The earth’s poles are warming; polar ice caps are breaking up and melting and the sea level rising.
Global Warming Discredited

Climate change over the past 1000 years as shown by the IPCC

The Hockey Stick Chart
Those that don’t read have in common with those that can’t read, one thing, IGNORANCE!

U.N. Agenda 21
Environmental Piracy

Dr. Ileana Johnson Paugh
“I should not like to think that I ever rely on the protection of the State. But, if I deny the authority of the State when it presents its tax bill, it will soon take & waste all my property, & so harass me & my children without end”.

Henry David Thoreau
On the Duty of Civil Disobedience
(1849, original title: Resistance to Civil Government)
This is what our overlords have planned for us.
CFR
COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS
NEW WORLD ORDER

• What must be remembered is that this is not some lunatic-fringe group...these are members of one of the most powerful private organizations in the world: the people who determine & control American economic, social, political, & military policy.

• Members' influence & control extends to "leaders in academia, public service, politics, business, banking, & the media," according to the CFR 1993 "Annual Report."
• How to achieve a workable consensus within time limits & to *preserve the illusion* that there is "Lay, or community, participation in the decisionmaking process."

• Because it is imperative to the continued well being of the agenda that the people be facilitated into *ownership* of the *preset* outcome.
CONSENSUS PROCESS

The **old** process for deciding public policy involved private citizens requesting elected officials to adopt a policy, followed by a (very) vigorous public debate on both sides of the policy before a vote is initiated.
The New Collaborative Decision Process

The new collaborative decision process bypasses cumbersome arguments & debates by providing government funding to pay organizations to produce plans & procedures that are ready-made for local governing bodies to approve. The visioning process & the obligatory comprehensive planning is funded with government grants awarded to usher in sustainability.
If freedom is to be sustained-passed on to future generations, individual citizens must do something different from the action or inaction of the last 2 decades.
THE EARTH CHARTER

The Global Situation

The dominant patterns of production & consumption are causing environmental devastation, the depletion of resources, & a massive extinction of species. Communities are being undermined. The benefits of development are not shared equitably, the gap between rich & poor is widening. Injustice, poverty, ignorance, & violent conflict are widespread the cause of great suffering. An unprecedented rise in human population has overburdened ecological & social systems. The foundations of global security are threatened. These trends are perilous—
THE EARTH CHARTER

• Like many ‘green movement initiatives’ Agenda 21 is a ‘wolf in sheep's clothing’ and is part of a constitution for a new green order ~ THE GREEN AGENDA.

• “The real goal of the Earth Charter is that it will in fact become like the 10 Commandments.” aka the new religion—Humanity’s Covenant with the Earth
AMERICA’S CONSTITUTION

WE BELIEVE THESE TRUTHS TO BE SELF EVIDENT
Resistance isn’t something you join; IT’S WHAT YOU ARE

LET US STAND TOGETHER to

RESIST THE EFFORTS OF THIS CONSPIRACY

& LOOK TO OUR FOUNDERS

These men pledged their lives, their fortunes and their sacred honor for our fledgling nation.
THE NEW RELIGION

“Do not do unto the environment of others what you do not want done to your own environment. My hope is that this Charter will be a kind of 10 Commandments, a 'Sermon on the Mount', that provides a guide for human behavior toward the environment in the next century.” – Mikhail Gorbachev
“Whenever any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness it is the right of the people to alter or abolish it, and to institute new government...”

Thomas Jefferson

YES WE CAN!
We are Americans - our knees don’t bend to tyrants, however disguised.
"Take away my right to protect my family. Take away my right to feed my family. Take away my rights and you've created the most lethal soldier the world has ever seen... The American Patriot."

The battle, is not to the strong alone; it is to the vigilant, the active, the brave."

--Patrick Henry